Navigating Constraints: The Design Work of Professional Software Developers

Abstract
This paper reports on initial results from a study of software developers doing their authentic work in their place of work. We apply the ethnographic and interaction-analytic methods that the CHI community has used to study people carrying out their work in non-software domains. Our preliminary results show professional software developers spending the majority of their time navigating a myriad of largely invisible constraints arising from multiple, concrete, real-world sources. They use frequent hypothesis-probe-interpret to cycles navigate the contextual, complex systems that they inhabit and construct. These constraints are qualitatively different from those reported in the literature based on early conceptual design.
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Introduction
The CHI community has a history of studying people carrying out their work in its natural context in order to better design the tools and environments in which lived social practice occurs [4,8,15]. Going to the site of authentic work is critical to this endeavor because “work activities in every case take place at particular times, in particular places, and in relation to specific social and technological circumstances” [14]. Yet this analytic focus has rarely been turned inward, toward the situated social practices of those who develop computational systems, especially software developers.

In this paper, we describe the rationale, design, and preliminary results of an empirical study to answer questions about the processes, tools, representations, and patterns of interactions that software developers employ in carrying out their work. Our approach is to borrow the theoretical and methodological grounding that has been so successful in workplace studies in non-software settings, particularly distributed cognition [13] and interaction analysis [9]. We apply these to the software development setting that has often been studied from a cognitivist perspective [11] using interview and survey methods [5].

Background
A series of recent studies have begun to probe some of the complex work of software designers. In one study, Cherubini et al. [5] report on their investigation of “how and why developers draw their code,” using surveys and interviews of Microsoft employees who reference completed diagrams to which they have access. The authors conclude that such diagrams are transient documents that use ad-hoc representations.

In order to obtain data with higher ecological validity and to look more directly at joint activity, two recent studies used video recordings of sketching and discursive activity during design sessions by software developers. Petre et al [12] video recorded the initial design activity of pairs of software developers who had previously designed together from three different commercial software companies. They then invited design researchers to separately analyze these recordings. The analyses give insight into such things as the way software developers vary their solution strategy at each point in time based on their “epistemic uncertainty” [3], the incremental and cyclical nature of solution development [2], and the positive effect of design planning on minimizing context-switching [16].

As important as this recent work is, the extent to which these studies provide insight for the design of tools, artifacts, spaces, and pedagogies for authentic joint software development work is limited by the contrived nature of the design problems, because the activity is captured outside the setting in which everyday work is undertaken, or the retrospective and linguistic nature of their data. As Petre et al. comment “[t]he ideal case involves studying real software designers, on a real software project, through the entirety of the product’s lifecycle, and possibly beyond.” [12:540].
We are in the midst of data analysis from a study of software developers doing their authentic work in their place of work. We describe the study and our preliminary results below.

**Method**

The organization that we are studying is an 8 year-old software development company in the Seattle area of the United States. This organization is owned by a non-US parent company, and employs about 50 people who all work in a single large room with no dividers (see Figure 1). The organization’s product is a software system that helps friends and family share information. It has a significant backend Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) component, and includes client versions for Macintosh, Windows, and iPhone.
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**Figure 1.** The open floor plan in our study organization was designed to promote pairing and assist collaboration.

So far, one of us (David) has visited the organization 5 times over a 6-week period. David spent 14 hours observing the activities and interactions taking place within the organization, taking notes and photographs, videoing software developers working together (9 hours in total to date), and taking over 300 photographs. Field notes are augmented and reflective memos are written immediately following each visit. We use interaction analysis [9] to do fine-grained analysis of the speech, gestures, tools, and externalized representations used by the software developers. We use ELAN [10] to replay and annotate the videos, often doing the analysis sitting side-by-side.

**Results**

The organization is very collaborative, with development practices based upon Extreme Programming and Scrum. Because their software developers usually program in pairs, their speech and gestures become public resources that enable joint work. This has the advantage of allowing us as researchers to obtain much of the information normally exposed by “think aloud” protocols [7], without having to impose the artificiality of such a protocol.

Our preliminary observations and analysis show the software developers’ spending the majority of their time navigating constraints. We take a constraint to be when the digital, physical or social system in which they are operating or are trying to manipulate hinders their activity. These constraints are highly contextual, and often involve lack of knowledge, ambiguity, or misconceptions concerning such things as locations of data files, who controls access to such files, meanings of variables, and how large user-stored images can be without exceeding the contractual limit for data storage, to name just a few. Constraints are often unknown in advance, and arise when the developers and encounter them while carrying out their tasks.

Compared with early conceptual design sessions (Figure 2) based upon a 1-2 page design brief, such as used in many prior studies (e.g. [12]), the software developers we observed (Figures 1 and 3) are severely limited by an enormous set of concrete and often invisible constraints (see Table 1). Their constraints have accumulated and evolved over 8 years, 750K lines of
Table 1. This table illustrates the dramatically different contexts between laboratory studies of early conceptual software design, and in-the-wild studies of professionals doing their authentic work on a successful software product. This table also shows the impact that these differences have on the nature of constraints that software developers deal with, and the length of the feedback cycles between the software developers and the system in which they are working.
code, and millions of users. Instead of conversations about general possibilities or abstract conceptualizations of an imagined system (as we see in studies of early conceptual design), we observed conversations about a fine-grained concrete understanding of what currently exists in their system as they bumped into constraints while trying to understand or change their system.

When an unanticipated constraint is encountered, a great deal of their conversations and actions are about running quick experiments to probe the system in order to better understand what it currently is and the resulting actions that it affords. The developers continually interact with their partners and the computer performing quick experiments of formulating a hypothesis, probing the system, and interpreting the results. These hypothesis-probe-interpret (HPI) cycles are surprisingly rapid. For instance, in a sample 2-minute portion of video, we identified 18 hypotheses, 6 probes, and 16 utterances that were associated with interpreting data.

**Conclusion**

The preponderance of constraints that we observed the software developers navigating is qualitatively different from the relatively unconstrained initial conceptual design sessions used in many prior studies (e.g. [12]). While all organizations probably spend time doing both types of design, it behooves us to further understand what it means for software developers to have to navigate such a huge set of concrete and often invisible constraints. Situations with those magnitudes of constraints are difficult to create outside of the complexity of workplace products. And even if we could create those in a non-workplace situation, there is distinct value in better understanding how professional software developers do their authentic work in their situated place of work.

We expect that further analysis will lead to implications for theory, tool development, practice, and pedagogy.
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